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Psychological instability and the gap between desire and reality
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  I'm in Sofia just for a few days and I'm stunned how expensive is life here if compared to people's
revenues. I think it is almost impossible to live normal live in Sofia with money lower than 500 eur.
I'm here for a  4 day with my Belarusian girlfriend and I'm trying not to spend too much and
already spend about 200 EUR. This makes 50 euro per two person a day and this is just for going
outside public transport Metro, Buses and taxis. This makes about 50 euro per day or 25 euro a day
required for person to live normal (not at all luxury life) ... It is no strange that people are
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protesting for already about 50 days here in Sofia and that Bulgarians are heavily drinking and
smoking and don't want to work. Our Bulgarian nation is depressed and there is a good reason for
that. We are forced to live almost like animals. There are no money for renovation the buildings, no
money to eat properly, young people's morale is totally messed up for the reason culture here is
almost dead or even the one that's left is heavily  connected with godlessness, sexuality and
consumerism. It is no strange our structures politics and infrastructure here is so messed up. It all
starts with people's messed heads and all this gets materialized in our daily lives ... Money are the
main aim of living of young people and life here is made in a way that you have to only strive after
money and for money you should learn to do anytihng ... I just don't understand how we ended up
here, its quite a pain especially as I lived in end up communistic Soviet time sand I remember
people was not so much after money as there was money for normal almost middle class life in
Socialistic Bulgaria ... There are plenty of knowledgeable people in my dear homeland. Plenty of
brilliant and good people but most emigrate for the reason here conditions of living has become
extremely abnormal. Truth is European union totally smashed us. With all this shop chains in
Western model like Lidl and Billa  made just to collect even our last money and the lack of
industry, if something doesn't change ASAP we will simply be cleaned up of the face of the world or
at least noone will stay in this country. There are plenty of emigrants already, the problem is even
in western europe and most other countries there is big problem with unemployment so even if we
Bulgarians try to go out we can't find job. I know this post is a big rant but I feel sad for my
beautiful homeland. We have one of the most beautiful natures in Europe, we have Sea Beaches and
Mountains, we have culture of 15 centuries and own well developed language. But it seems we're
loosing our identity day by day. Almost everywhere you go you hear some music in English - even
though most people in Bulgaria do not speak decent English and are far from understanding music
in English I more and more think there is almost straight logic information in English. Most song
lyrics are just fractured and incomplete or messed up, mostly speaking about evil than good. It is
tragedy how young people spend there time here in Bulgaria for nothing hanging in pubs and bars
spending money for alcohol and cigarettes trying to waste themselves for the only reason they see
no future ...
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